
AMBERPARK - THE BEGINNING

by Terri L. Bea

STAGE PLAY "STILL MY CHILD"



1 EXT. AMBERPARK - NIGHT (DREAM SEQUENCE)

Sophia is frantically running down a dark and deserted

inner-city neighborhood. It is raining, water is splashing

beneath her feet. Her clothes and hair are clinging to

her. she is frightened. She is searching for a particular

street. She runs until she finally reaches a street called

Amberpark. A police officer steps in front of her to push

her back to prevent her from entering the crime scene.

SOPHIA

"Who is it! Is that my son? Is it

Gerald, let got of me...was it my

son? His name is Gerald...Gerald

Allen...is it him?"

POLICEMAN

"Ma’am please stand back, I’ll

check but you have to wait right

here!"

SOPHIA

"Oh God please no...please no

Jesus, please!"

Sophia watches the officer lift the yellow tape entering the

crime scene. He taps a Detective on the shoulder and points

toward Sophia. They both look toward her before turning

their faces from her view. The Detective begins walking

towards Sophia slowly.

A sinister voice whispers.

DEMON

"Sophia..."

Sophia sees a dark figure standing directly across from the

crime scene. It is hiding in the shadows. The figure steps

into the dimly lit street, but Sophia is not able to make

out it’s face. Slowly the figure opens what appears to be a

long black trench coat.

DEMON

"Sophia"

Sophia looks at the officer and notices he does not see this

taking place. The figure steps further into the light and

opens it’s coat to reveal a struggling and terrified Gerald

in it’s clutches. Gerald’s eyes are wide with terror. The

demon has his mouth covered with it’s claws. The demon

snarls baring teeth dripping with saliva. It quickly steps

back into the shadows as Sophia lets out a blood curdling

scream. Sophia tries to break away from the Detective, who

has her tightly by the arm.
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SOPHIA

"No give me back my son! Bring him

back, bring me back my son!"

DETECTIVE

"Ma’am stop what are you talking

about, Your son’s name is

Gerald...Gerald Allen?"

SOPHIA

"Yes, but that things got my

son...its got Gerald!"

DETECTIVE

"ma’am your son...is here, he’s

been shot! Ma’am Gerald is dead!"

SOPHIA

"No! no, that things got

Gerald...it’s got my son!"

The Demon moves slowly down the street the energy from its

evil presence causes the street lights to burst. The street

light burst over Sophia’s head sending shards of glass

raining down over top of her. The Detective pulls her to

the ground covering her with his body. From the remaining

crowd of spectators emerges Dino with a evil smile.

2 INT SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - MORNING

Sophia wakes up from a nightmare. She is wrestling with her

blanket that is tangled up around her legs. She looks

around the room confused. she notices from the clock on

nightstand that she is for work. She jumps from the bed,and

heads for the door. She stops to look at a picture on her

dresser, it’s of her sons.

3 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT HALLWAY - MORNING

Sophia knocks on Adrian’s bedroom door down the hall.

SOPHIA

"Adrian!"

No sound comes from the room. She bangs on the door louder

SOPHIA CONT’D

"Adrian get up! We’re going to be

late if you don’t get up now!"
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Still no sound from the room. Sophia is frustrated. She

pushes the door open and looks in side. She discovers that

Adrian is not in his room. His bed has not been slept

in. She slams the door.

SOPHIA

"Damn it Dray!"

4 INT. SOPHIA’S LIVING ROOM - MORNING

Sophia runs downstairs just as Adrian enters into the

apartment. He attempts to sneak in the apartment. He does

not notice his mother standing there at first. When he

turns to see her, he looks startled, then embarrassed.

Sophia stares at him angrily folding her arms.

SOPHIA

"Where the hell have you been?"

ADRIAN

"Huh? Oh...I went to take the

garbage out."

SOPHIA

"Garbage day was yesterday."

ADRIAN

"Right, I was like dang that was yesterday, so I went to ask

Mr. Ross if he wanted me to walk his dog before I left for

school."

SOPHIA

"Uh huh...the dog he put to sleep?"

Adrian rubs his head, he knows he’s busted.

ADRIAN

"Damn that’s messed up!"

Sophia pushes him against the wall.

SOPHIA

"I am not going to ask you again,

where have you been?"

ADRIAN

"I went to shoot some hoops mama,

clear my head! I’ve been

practicing in the morning. I was

thinking about trying out for the

team again this year. I didn’t

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (cont’d)
want to bother you since you

wouldn’t have cared anyway."

He looks hurt and removes Sophia’s hand from his arm.

ADRIAN

"I’ve got to get ready for school

mama."

SOPHIA

"That’s not true..."

Adrian begins to walk away. Sophia suddenly notices Adrian’s

shoes. She grabs his arm again.

SOPHIA

"So you went to shoot hoops in your

Timberlands? and where’s your ball,

Dray? Take your tail up them steps

and get ready for school before I

split your lying lips and when you

get home tonight you are grounded

for a week!"

Adrian angrily raises his arms at Sophia and storms off

towards his room.

ADRIAN

"you a trip!"

5 EXT. AMBERPARK STREET-MORNING

Sophia begins driving through a raggedy, torn down

neighborhood called Amberpark. It seems darker than it’s

neighboring communities. No thriving businesses, everything

looks dead or dying. She approaches what used to be

Amberpark’s most prominent landmark, a Baptist church. It

is now boarded up and abandoned.

6 EXT. AMBERPARK 1989 EXT. CHURCH (FLASHBACK)

The sound of church music can be heard on the

street. Storefronts proudly display their bright florescent

OPEN signs in their windows. Houses have floral

arrangements in flower pots sitting on stoops. Children are

playing in the front yards behind fenced entrances. Young

Sophia and her mother, Amelia are walking up the church

steps.
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SIS. JEFFRIES:

Praise the Lord, Sis. Amelia, I’m

glad you and Ms. Young Sophia could

make it back tonight, gurl we are

goin to have a time!

SIS. WILSON

Gurl the Lord is moving in this

place! The ushers are working

overtime tonight...shoot some of

them falling out themselves!

The ladies laugh and hug Amelia and young Sophia.

AMELIA

Yeah, Sophia couldn’t wait to come

back she had a real good time last

night. I think I might have me a

little Evangelist on my hands.

The ladies smile down at Sophia as her mother pulls her

close to her side taking her into the church.

SIS. WILSON

I wish these revivals would last

longer than just 3 days, Amberpark

could use a good year long

revival.

SIS. JEFFRIES:

This is our 10th Annual

Revival and we ain’t going NO

where!

SIS. WILSON

Amen

End of Flashback

7 INT. SOPHIA’S CAR

Slowly she leaves Amberpark, she looks in the rear view

mirror and shudders as she enters into a more thriving and

productive neighborhood. She looks over at Adrian who is

sulking staring out the window.

SOPHIA

"It’s been hard lately, Adrian. I

know it has. We’ve been through a

lot these last few months. But

it’s going to get better. I just

know it will."
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Adrian stares out the window as he mumbles a quick response.

ADRIAN

"Whatever ma..."

SOPHIA

"Adrian, why are you always so

angry? You ain’t the only one

going through something."

Adrian continues to stare out the window, not responding.

SOPHIA CONT’D

"That’s the problem with people now

a days. They think when they got a

problem and call 911 that they the

only ones dialing that

number. People think...

Adrian sarcastically interrupts her, but still does not look

at her.

ADRIAN

"I’m only one person mama. I’m not

people, so when I’m going

through...it is just me going

through.

He finally turns to look at Sophia

ADRIAN CONT’D

"I ain’t never dialed 911. I’ve

learned to take care of myself, by

myself. There would be less calls

if everybody hung up and handled

they own business.

Sophia looks at Adrian with concern as she pulls into the

schools parking lot.

SOPHIA

"I love you Adrian...have a good

day, OK?"

No response from Adrian. He jumps out of the car, slams the

door and walks toward the school. She slowly pulls out of

the driveway and back onto the street. She heads to work

with a worried look on her face.
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8 EXT. OFFICE BUILDING MID-MORNING

Sophia parks her car and quickly walks toward a professional

office building.

9 INT. OFFICE BUILDING MID-MORNING

Sophia walks quickly through the lobby. She approaches an

elevator, staring at her watch. Others walk up to the

elevator as well. The doors open and everyone walks inside.

A short scantily dressed woman named Rosa runs toward the

slowly closing elevator doors.

10 INT. ELEVATOR

ROSA

"Wait! hold the elevator!"

Sophia keeps the door open until Rosa can get in.

SOPHIA

"You late too?"

ROSA

"Gurl yeah...again! The sitter was

fighting with her man again so I

had to wait for the police to make

him go before I could leave my

kids.

SOPHIA

"They always fighting Rosa, why

don’t you find somewhere else to

put the kids. All that drama can’t

be good for them."

ROSA

"I do what I got to do besides with

3 kids, she’s real cheap. Besides

her personal business ain’t my

business.

The elevator stops on the 5th floor. Rosa and Sophia get

off the elevator.
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11 INT. CREDIT DEPARTMENT OF OFFICE BUILDING

ROSA

"OK, if I still have a job, I’ll

meet you for lunch."

SOPHIA

"Alright gurl, I’ll see you later."

The two women go their separate ways. Sophia enters her

cubicle and quickly turns on her computer. Within minutes

her phone is ringing. She nervously answers.

SOPHIA

"Ameriteck Credit Division. Yes,

ma’am, yes ma’am I will be over in

a minute."

Sophia hangs up the phone and puts her hands on her head

SOPHIA

"Damn!"

She bangs on her desk, before sliding her chair out and

slowly getting up to head toward her bosses office. She

knocks on the door of Margaret Maryello.

SOPHIA

"Yes ma’am?"

MARGARET

"Come in Sophia, please. Shut the

door."

12 INT. MANAGERS OFFICE

Sophia enters her managers office. Margaret Maryello is a

pleasant looking professional woman. Her office proudly

displays plaques on the walls an is eloquently decorated

with paintings and dried floral arrangements. Sophia closes

the door behind her. She stands nervously. Margaret pushes

back her chair back before standing and walking around the

front of her desk. She sits on the edge of the desk. She

offers Sophia a chair.

MARGARET

"Please sit down Sophia."

Sophia tentatively sits in the chair offered her.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGARET

Sophia...it’s been hard I

know. Watching you go through what

you’ve gone through the last few

years...it’s been hard, just

watching it.

Sophia fidgets in her seat.

SOPHIA

Margaret, I’m sorry

Margaret interrupts, politely.

MARGARET.

Wait Sophia hear me out. It’s been

hard and I know that, it’s really

the only reason we are having this

conversation. You’ve worked really

hard to get here. You have

surprised me, actually.

Margaret stands up to walk back to chair. Sophia looks

confused.

MARGARET CONT’D

I’ve seen you go through some tough

times over the past two years. Six

months in drug rehab, and then your

divorce, but losing Gerald...losing

your oldest son in a shooting I

just knew would push you over an

already crumbling edge. I still

can’t believe it’s been 6 months.

It feels like yesterday.

SOPHIA

Margaret please...what...

Margaret cuts her off

MARGARET

You have survived what would have

made me shoot the hostages before

turning the gun on myself and with

that being said...your problems are

now becoming our problems and we

are putting you on a 3 month

probation.

Sophia looks hurt and puts her head down in shame.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGARET CONT’D

I can say that and know you won’t

walk away from your job. Especially

after all you’ve been through. I’m

confident that telling you to get

your butt in gear or I will fire

you faster than you can dot an "i"

or cross a "t" will actually make

you try harder. Now, what is it

that you want to say?

Sophia stands slowly.

SOPHIA

I guess there’s nothing I can say

accept...Thank you, thank you for

not firing me.

MARGARET

Sophia, firing you would be the

worst thing this company has ever

done. You are really damn good at

what you do...and you are the

poster girl for the modern day

Wonder Woman!

Margaret comes around desk to embrace Sophia and then looks

at Sophia in the eyes

MARGARET CONT’D

If I have to fire you though

Sophia, I will,I promise you I

will. But if I do, I know you will

just build your own company and run

us out of business. So, get back

to work.

Sophia hugs Margaret again before pulling away to wipe away

her tears.

SOPHIA

Thank you Margaret.

13 INT. SOPHIA’S CUBICLE

Sophia walks slowly to her cubicle and sits at her desk.

Sophia’s desk is decorated with a few pictures of herself

and her sons. She has a couple Service Awards hanging on

her cubicle. She begins to flash back over her 6 months in

drug rehab. She remembers the day they did a random drug

test on her and found it positive for cocaine. She

remembers the call from her husband Gerald Sr, when he asked

(CONTINUED)
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her for a divorce and she remembers the day she found out

Gerald had been shot. Suddenly her boyfriend Michael enters

her cubicle.

MICHAEL

Hey, are you alright? what’s wrong

Sophia wipes her tears with her hands.

SOPHIA

I’m good...I’m ok

MICHAEL

ok, let’s try it again, what’s

wrong.

SOPHIA

They put me on probation.

MICHAEL

Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. But

you didn’t get fired and that’s a

blessing. What was it, were you

late again?

SOPHIA

Yeah, Adrian snuck out the house

and it was just a mess

MICHAEL

Maybe you need me to start calling

you in the morning, I don’t mind...

Michael stands up to leave.

MICHAEL CONT’D

Give me another excuse to hear your

voice...unless you sound like

Morris Chestnut in the

morning...then I might just get you

an alarm clock instead. I’ll see

you later!

Sophia laughs as he leaves. She returns to work. At 12:30

she goes to lunch. She get on the elevator. When the

elevator opens she heads toward the cafeteria.
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14 INT. CAFETERIA - AFTERNOON

Sophia enters the buffet style cafeteria. Everything is

clean and polished. She grabs a tray selects a salad and a

desert, pays and then finds her usual table in the corner of

the cafeteria where her friends Rosa and Amy are already

sitting.

ROSA

I got your email. Mellow Yellow

gave you probation. She is a mess!

SOPHIA

I could have gotten fired Rosa, I’m

grateful.

AMY

I’m a temp, good jobs are hard to

find and keep now a days. I’m glad

you didn’t get fired Ms. Sophia.

SOPHIA

You know I really hate the way you

say my name, it sound so Color

Purple, "Ms. Sophia"....I keep

waiting for Harpo to show up...or

Mister!

The women laugh.

ROSA

Well, it ain’t Harpo, but there is

something tall and good looking

over your shoulder.

Sophia turns to see Michael approaching their table. She

smiles warmly to welcome him. he seats down in a chair next

to her.

MICHAEL

Hello ladies, hey beautiful

ROSA

I wish my Pastor talked to me like

that...hell I might start paying my

tithes, or better yet actually go

to church.

SOPHIA

Hey...you on break?

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL

No...not a break, I was walking by

and saw you in here, so I thought

I’d stop in and say hello.

SOPHIA

You remember Rosa and this is Amy?

Michael greets the ladies again before continuing his

conversation with Sophia.

MICHAEL

Hey,I’m going to preach at Friday

night and I’d love it if you’d

come.

SOPHIA

Sure, ok, Rosa? Amy? Either of you

ladies want to go?

ROSA

No...sorry, my backless, leather

leopard dress won’t be back from

the cleaners before Friday. Maybe

next time.

MICHAEL

You got one of those? Make sure

you sit in the front row.

Sophia punches Michael on the arm.

SOPHIA

Please don’t encourage her. Would

you like to come Amy?

AMY

I think I would like to go, I’ll

let you know by Thursday for sure.

I’ve got to get back to work, nice

meeting you Mr. Michael. See you

ladies later.

Amy stands up to leave and soon Rosa stands up to put away

her tray. When she walks away Michael leans in close to

Sophia.

MICHAEL

After the service there’s a dinner

with some visiting ministers, I

would love it if you would go with

me.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

Isn’t that something usually

reserved for First Ladies?

MICHAEL

Yes.

Sophia smiles and touches Micheal’s hand lightly.

SOPHIA

sure...OK.

MICHAEL

Good. I’ll call you later

Michael kisses Sophia on the top of her head before walking

away. Rosa comes back to the table and sits beside Sophia.

ROSA

So what’s up? Are you two an item

or what? He is fine if he wasn’t a

Preacher he’d be perfect.

SOPHIA

His preaching makes him

perfect. He’s genuine and not

phony or a hypocrite.

Rosa walks with Sophia to put her tray.

ROSA

You keep on believing that and you

are setting yourself up for a real

fall. Everybody is a hypocrite

about something. Even if it’s

taking a break when you’re supposed

to be working. Christians are just

as jacked up as everyone else.

Rosa nudges Sophia playfully with her hip when she sees

Sophia becoming upset.

ROSA CONT’D

So if I’m still going to be jacked

over there, I may as well stay

right here! I will see you later.

Sophia puts her tray away and walks to the elevator to

return to work.
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15 INT. ELEVATOR IN OFFICE BUILDING

Sophia is alone, but soon a cane is shoved in between the

closing doors causing the doors to open again. An old lady

enters the elevator. She walks towards the back of the

elevator without saying a word. Sophia stands there

nervously sensing that the woman is staring at her.

SOPHIA

What floor?

The old woman does not answer and instead stands staring at

Sophia.

SOPHIA CONT’D

Do you know where your going, maybe

I can tell you what floor you need.

OLD LADY

You’ve been through a lot haven’t

you daughter? But God has kept

you.

SOPHIA

huh?

The elevator stops at 5th floor. Sophia prepares to get off

elevator.

SOPHIA CONT’D

Well I hope you find what you’re

looking for.

Sophia steps off the elevator

16 INT. CREDIT DEPARTMENT OF OFFICE BUILDING

Sophia turns with a confused look on her face. She sees that

as the doors are closing the woman is still staring at

her. Sophia shivers before hurrying off to her

desk. Sophia sits down in her chair. She turns to get a

file from the drawer. When she turns to put the file back

the old woman is standing there.

17 INT. SOPHIA’S CUBICLE

Sophia begins looking for papers and turns to file them

after she locates them. Once she returns her attention to

her desk she is shocked to find the old woman standing in

her cubicle staring at her.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

You scared me...I’m sorry you can’t

come in here. Let me walk you back

to the elevator.

OLD LADY

Fear not Sophia! You are being

prepared for a great and terrible

battle. A battle for your son’s

soul!

SOPHIA

What? What are you talking about,

how did you know my name?

OLD LADY

You must pass through the gates of

hell and snatch your son from

the bowels of eternal darkness.

You must take him back!

Sophia stands up, trembling from shock and anger.

SOPHIA

OK, I have no clue who you are or

what you are talking about, but you

have got to go!

OLD LADY

Satan the vile deceiver now seeks

the head of the one whose destiny

is to defeat him! He killed Gerald,

but he was looking for...Adrian.

SOPHIA

How did you know...ok, it’s time

for you to leave.

The old lady begins to back up, slowly.

OLD LADY

The war is in the spirit not the

flesh. You must believe! The Lord

your God will protect you...He will

make you mighty in battle.

SOPHIA

Get OUT!

The old lady hurries down the hall as Sophia’s co-workers

run to her cube to see what the problem is. Sophia is

shaking with fear and anger.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

That crazy old lady!

CO-WORKER

What lady?

SOPHIA

You didn’t just see that lady run

out of here?

CO-WORKER TWO

I’ll go look, maybe she’s still on

the floor.

CO-WORKER THREE

Are you alright, we heard you

yelling...are you OK?

SOPHIA

Yeah some old woman came in here

talking crazy...just upset me

that’s all. I’m OK.

The co-workers look at each with confusion, some pat Sophia

on the arm or back before returning to their desks. Sophia

nervously sits at her desk. She stares at her computer not

sure what to do. Co-worker returns to her cube.

CO-WORKER

Hey Soph...I searched the floor and

didn’t find any old lady, but I

called security and told them to

look out for her, ok?

SOPHIA

oh..ok, thanks...thank you.

18 INT. SOPHIA’S CAR - EVENING

Sophia reaches for her cell phone to call Michael. She is

momentarily distracted as she reaches into her purse to get

her cell phone. When she looks up she sees a small child

running in front of her car, she slams on the brakes just

barely missing the child. She sits panting in the drivers

side of the car, she quickly jumps out of the car to check

on the child. The child’s mother walks casually out into

the street to pick up her child. She appears irritated with

the child and annoyed with Sophia.

MOTHER

My bad...I turned around for a

minute and he got away from me. I

(MORE)
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MOTHER (cont’d)
guess I should thank the lord he

didn’t get hurt. Thank goodness.

The woman walks slowly back towards her house places the

child on the step and continues with her

conversation. Sophia stands there with car horns

honking. She is in Amberpark.

19 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - EVENING

Sophia is sitting on the couch watching television. She

hears loud music and a door slamming coming from Adrian’s

room. Sophia is about to get up when her cell phone

rings. She grabs it.

SOPHIA

Hello? Micheal? Hey I was just

about to call you. Look can I call

you back? Yeah I’ve got to handle

something real quick, but don’t go

to sleep cause I really need to

talk to you. OK, I’ll call you

right back.

Sophia hangs up the phone slamming it down on the coffee

table in frustration before storming towards Adrian’s

room. The music is louder now and a door in the room is

still being slammed. She is about to burst into Adrian’s

room when suddenly Adrian comes out of the bathroom wearing

a bath towel, still wet from a shower. Sophia stands

starring at him confused.

SOPHIA

If you are in the bathroom why is

your radio on? Whose slamming the

door?

ADRIAN

My radios not on...I heard it too,

I just figured it was the

neighbors.

SOPHIA

Don’t stand there and tell me your

radios not on Adrian I can hear the

radio...

Sophia opens Adrian’s bedroom door. Immediately the

slamming and the music stop. They both walk into the room

and look around, nothing has been moved and nothing is out

of place.

(CONTINUED)
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ADRIAN CONT’D

well whatever it was it’s stopped,

so can I get a little privacy

please.

SOPHIA

where’s your radio?

ADRIAN

It’s been in the closet ever since

Gerald broke it. I never tried to

fix it, I’m sure it was just the

kids upstairs ma, I’m getting cold,

I would like to put some clothes

on.

Sophia leaves the room. She stands for a moment at the door

before heading back downstairs. She sits down on the couch

and reaches for her phone. Her cell phone is now sitting on

top of an old family Bible. Frightened, she jumps up from

the couch. She looks around the room then nervously reaches

for the phone...she’s about to pick it up, when suddenly it

starts ringing. She slowly answers.

SOPHIA

Hello? Oh Rosa, girl...no I’m

fine, just...tired, hey can I talk

to you tomorrow? Yeah, I’m

fine...I’ll talk to you tomorrow

OK? OK, I love you too...good

night.

Sophia hangs up and then dials Micheal’s number

SOPHIA

Hey...we need to talk, something,

something is going on.

20 EXT. AMBERPARK NIGHT (DREAM SEQUENCE)

Sophia is standing on the corner of Amberpark. Suddenly she

hears barking, she turns to see three tall dark shadowy

figures running towards her. All three are wearing cloaks

to cover their faces. The are running like men, but one of

the figures cloak falls away from his face to reveal what

looks like a wolf. Sophia begins running, she races towards

the abandoned church. She is banging on the door of the

church, but can’t get in as the animals surround her

menacing with snarling teeth. Suddenly a familiar old lady

is standing between her and the wolves. The wolves surround

her but do not attack. They snap and snarl at her, but

don’t get any closer to her or Sophia. The old woman turns

(CONTINUED)
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to look at Sophia. She begins to stand taller and

straighter. She loses her haggard appearance and begins to

glow radiantly. She stretches out her hands toward Sophia,

but Sophia backs away. The woman is now an angel standing

in front of her, the wolves yelp and fall down as if dead on

the ground.

OLD LADY

You must believe again...You must

have faith!

SOPHIA

who are you? what do you

want...just leave me alone, leave

me alone!

OLD LADY

Fear not!

21 INT. SOPHIA APARTMENT - DAWN

Sophia wakes up screaming.

SOPHIA

Go away...please leave me alone!

Sophia goes to the kitchen for a drink of water. She is at

the sink with a glass, she looks out the window and sees the

old lady standing in front of her building. She drops the

glass and backs away from the sink.

22 EXT. AMBERPARK -CHURCH EARLY MORNING

Sophia drops Adrian off at school. Sophia enters Amberpark.

She finds the old abandoned old church. She parks, she gets

out. Suddenly she hears barking, she is startled. She turns

to see a dog across the street playfully barking at it’s

owner who walks up the steps into a run down house. She

turns her attention back to the church. She begins to walk

toward the church. After a few steps, Sophia is no longer

able to stop it’s as if she is being dragged toward the

church. She digs her feet into the ground as invisible

hands push and pull her towards the church steps. She

reaches out to grab the banister of church. She pulls

herself backward, she falls landing on her back. She

scurries away backward. She turns attempting to run back to

her car, the dog across the street is biting at the fence

and snarling at her violently desperately tearing at the

fence leaving blood on it. She jumps in her car and speeds

away.
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23 INT. SOPHIA’S CAR (AMBERPARK)

An ambulance is parked with police cars trying to console

the young mother Sophia encountered the other day. The

young woman is crying, but when she notices Sophia’s car

passing by, she grins staring at Sophia, then quickly the

woman returns her attention back to the officer. Sophia

slowly passes to see an EMT trying to resuscitate the small

child. Sophia is terrified as she clutches the steering

wheel.

24 INT. OFFICE BUILDING CAFETERIA - AFTERNOON

Micheal walks into the cafeteria with Sophia they begin to

pick up their lunch and then head towards a quiet table in

the cafeteria near a window. They sit beside each other and

slowly begin to eat.

MICHAEL

Am I still going to see you

tonight?

Sophia looks away distracted

SOPHIA

yeah

MICHAEL

Are you alright? Still upset about

this morning?

SOPHIA

I almost hit that baby the other

day Michael, I missed him by a few

feet...how did he get back in the

street? Michael I saw that girl’s

face, and she didn’t care at

all...she looked, pleased almost

satisfied!

MICHAEL

I don’t believe it was an accident

either.

SOPHIA

What?

MICHAEL

Amberpark is a brutal place Sophia,

it’s the nastiest place on the

planet. You’ll never know how

wicked a person’s heart is until

(MORE)
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MICHAEL (cont’d)
you’ve been to an Amberpark crime

scene.

Micheal leans in close to Sophia as if preparing to share a

secret.

MICHAEL CONT’D

I believe it’s the core of anything

and everything evil. I’ve heard

stories from people that say,

Amberpark chooses its victims and

then uses the people that live

their to lure those victims in.

SOPHIA

I remember going to church there as

a child. Now, it’s just the place

Gerald was killed.

MICHAEL

I’m sorry baby.

SOPHIA

It’s OK...

MICHAEL

When Pastor Mark Howard pastured

that old abandoned church, it was

as if the whole neighborhood got a

blood transfusion. I can’t believe

it’s been 20 years since he

died. He used to walk them streets

praying,and claiming the

neighborhood for God. You remember

that year he stood up against a

drug dealer?

SOPHIA

no...

25 EXT. AMBERPARK (FLASHBACK)

Pastor Mark was standing in the street in front of the

church. He is starring eye to eye with a well known drug

dealer. Both men are surrounded by spectators from both

sides. There are women and men praying there with their

families as the dealers and gang members threatened and

pushed them. Young Michael is standing in the crowd looking

on as his parents begin singing and praying with the other

members of the church. On the other side stands Dino and a

few thugs.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL (VO)

Man it was amazing...it was like

watching heaven and hell battling

it out on the earth. Pastor’s

Marks people where. Then the dealer

pulls out a gun and folks

scatter. We hid behind cars, but

kept praying. The dealer put the

gun to Pastor’s head

PASTOR MARK

You betta have permission from my

God before you pull that trigger,

boy.

MICHAEL (VO)

The dealer didn’t flinch, didn’t

bat an eye, he just pulled the

trigger. Nobody can explain what

happened next, the gun just blew up

in his hand.

The drug dealer screams as the gun explodes in his hand.

Blood pours out from an open wound where his hand was. Dino

snarls at the Pastor who begins to pray under his breath

never taking his eyes off Dino.

MICHAEL (VO)

He lost his arm up to his elbow. I

decided that day to preach and

enforce the law naturally and

spiritually. Amberpark ain’t been

the same since he’s been gone. The

old saints believe when the church

was left empty something evil moved

in.

The church slowly changes from a bright, vibrant building to

an old decaying rotted building.

End of Flashback

26 INT. CAFETERIA OFFICE BUILDING

Michael looks down at his watch and realizes he’s going to

be late.

MICHAEL CONT’D

Dang! I’ve got to go beautiful!

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

Yeah, I’ve got to get back

upstairs...

MICHAEL

I’ll call you...

SOPHIA

OK

Sophia and Michael walk out of the cafeteria together they

stand at the doorway and hug before going their separate

ways. Sophia stops to use the restroom then she washes her

hands.

27 INT. BATHROOM OF OFFICE BUILDING

Sophia looks into the mirror to check her hair and then

turns off the water. She reaches for a paper towel before

glancing in the mirror again. There’s a light hovering over

her head in the mirror. She is startled, she slowly turns

around but sees nothing. She quickly turns back to the

mirror and sees the light hovering over her.

SPIRIT

Fear not!

SOPHIA

wha...who...are you?

SPIRIT

Your friend is in trouble Sophia.

SOPHIA

Who? Michael? Rosa? Who is in

trouble?

SPIRIT

You must hurry!

SOPHIA

Where? Who?

The Spirit disappears. Sophia quickly runs from the

bathroom.
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28 INT. HALLWAY OF OFFICE BUILDING

Sophia runs down the hall to the elevator.

29 INT. ELEVATOR OF OFFICE BUILDING

Sophia pushes button to close door, but suddenly Rosa sticks

her hand in the elevator. Sophia is startled and

screams. Rosa gets on looking around, she is annoyed by

Sophia’s response to her arrival.

ROSA

Girl, what in the world is wrong

with you? And why ain’t

you answering your phone! I’ve

been calling you for hours!

SOPHIA

what? no you haven’t...

Sophia pulls her phone from her purse and sees several

missed calls from Rosa, she looks shocked.

SOPHIA CONT’D

I didn’t know, I don’t know why I

didn’t...

ROSA

Yeah, whatever...

Rosa turns away from her. Sophia notices scratches on her

neck.

SOPHIA

Rosa what happened to your neck,

are you OK?

Rosa, raises her hand towards her neck, then pulls her

collar up to cover the scratches.

ROSA

Nothing...

30 INT. HALLWAY OF OFFICE BUILDING

The elevator opens and Rosa rushes off the elevator, Sophia

follows her. Sophia races behind her and grabs Rosa’s arm.

SOPHIA

Rosa, what is going on? What’s

wrong...what happened?

(CONTINUED)
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Rosa spins around on Sophia with tears in her eyes, she

angrily snatches her arm out of Sophia’s grasp.

ROSA

What the hell difference does it

make? You don’t care! That’s

obvious...got your little perfect

preacher now...you to good to care

about anybody else!

SOPHIA

What? Will you just talk to me!

Sophia tries to prevent Rosa from going any further. Rosa

stops reluctantly.

ROSA

I went to drop the kids off and

that dumb ass boyfriend of hers was

there again. They were fighting. I

got tired of it, so I called the

police. You know that stupid tramp

jumped on me? Me? She standing

there in her draws, with a black

eye, a busted lip and broken nose

and she got the nerve to jump on

me!

SOPHIA

Rosa, I’m so sorry...I

Rosa puts her hands up cutting Sophia off.

ROSA

Look Sophia, it’s cool. I dropped

the kids off at my cousin’s house.

She said she’d watch them for free.

SOPHIA

Well that’s a blessing...

ROSA

Call it what you want...I just know

it’s closer to work.

Rosa turns to walk away...Sophia nervously reaches out to

stop her.

SOPHIA

Where...where does your cousin

live?

Rosa pulls away.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSA

In that new 4 family...in

Amberpark.

Sophia is panicked.

SOPHIA

Rosa, please meet me here after

work. Promise me you won’t leave

until we talk. I will send you an

email as soon as I get upstairs OK?

Promise me?

Rosa continues to walk away.

ROSA

Whatever!

31 INT. SOPHIA’S CUBICLE

Sophia is visibly shaken when she arrives at her desk. She

sees a note stuck to computer monitor, that reads, "Come see

me!" She grimaces as she recognizes it’s her supervisors

handwriting.

SOPHIA

Damn!

Sophia takes the note down, as she turns to walk towards her

supervisor’s office. She knocks on the door. She sees

Margaret motion for her to come into the office.

32 INT. MANAGER’S OFFICE

MARGARET

I got a call from your Adrian’s

school, they requested that you

come up as soon as you can. I

didn’t ask, but it didn’t sound

good.

Sophia looks nervously at Margaret

MARGARET CONT’D

Go on...just call me and let me

know what’s going on.

Sophia turns and runs out of office.
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32 INT. ADRIAN’S HIGH SCHOOL (PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE)

Sophia walks quickly down the hall of the school. She finds

the Principal’s office and knocks on the door. The

secretary has her sit down until the Principal is

available. Finally the door opens and the principal steps

out of office. He walks over to Sophia.

PRINCIPAL

I didn’t think I’d be seeing you

again so soon, Ms. Allen. Come on

in.

Sophia stands up to follow him into his office. Adrian is

sitting on one side of the room with a police officer by his

side.

SOPHIA

what happened!

PRINCIPAL

calm down...

SOPHIA

calm down? what happened?

Adrian looks away from his mother, the police officer stands

to introduce himself.

POLICEMAN

My name is officer...

SOPHIA

I didn’t ask you your name...I

asked you WHAT HAPPENED!!!

POLICEMAN

It seems Adrian stole a car off

school property, Ms. Allen.

SOPHIA

What?

POLICEMAN

He gained entry into the vehicle by

breaking the driver side

window. We found him parked on the

corner of Amberpark.

Sophia frozen speechless.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

Amberpark...Adrian what are you

doing, why were there?

Adrian slowly looks at Sophia as if in a trance.

ADRIAN

I swear mama, I don’t remember...It

was like I woke up and was...was

there...

SOPHIA

Woke up!!! if I kill you, you will

never wake up again!

PRINCIPAL

calm down Ms. Allen.

SOPHIA

don’t tell me to calm down, I

thought this school is on lock

down, how did he even get out?

PRINCIPAL

we are really not sure...

SOPHIA

not sure?

POLICEMAN

Ms. Allen, we are going to need you

to sign some documents accepting

responsibility and...

SOPHIA

OK, OK, just give them and HIM to

me, now please!

POLICEMAN

You both will need to also appear

in court.

SOPHIA

You are going to make me lose my

job Adrian!! Do you understand

that?

Adrian stares blankly at a wall in the office, he mumbles

his response.

ADRIAN

Yeah

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA

what?

Adrian turns slowly to look at Sophia

ADRIAN

yes ma’am

Sophia and Adrian say good-bye to Principal and the

officer.

33 INT. HALLWAY OF SCHOOL BUILDING

Sophia grabs Adrian’s arm and begins pulling him through the

busy hallway as children quickly run to lockers to get ready

for the next class. One of Adrian’s friends stop Adrian in

the hall as they pass.

FRIEND

Hey Dray, what’s up man?

Sophia interrupts

SOPHIA

Don’t you have a class to cut?

FRIEND

Yeah, thanks for reminding me!

She leaves the boy laughing at his joke.

34 INT. SOPHIA’S CAR - EVENING

Sophia looks over at Adrian, who is staring out the car

window.

SOPHIA

Adrian, what are you

thinking? Stealing a car? What is

going on?

ADRIAN

I told you I don’t remember

stealing no car!

SOPHIA

You don’t remember leaving the

school, walking up to a car,

breaking the window, getting in and

driving off?

(CONTINUED)
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ADRIAN

That’s what I said

SOPHIA

So I look like an fool to you?

ADRIAN

It ain’t the first time either...

Sophia slaps him

SOPHIA

Watch your mouth boy before I put

my fist in it.

Adrian rubs his jaw and laughs

ADRIAN

You know what...you ain’t never

gave a damn about anything I

did. Never! But as soon as Gerald

gets his fool head blown off, now

you want to play Claire Huxtable?

SOPHIA

That’s a lie! I’ve always been

there for you...always!

ADRIAN

You’re kidding me right? I thought

my name was Damn Dray for the first

10 years of my life!

Sophia stops at a stop light. Adrian jumps out of the car

and starts running down the street in the opposite

direction. Sophia parks car in the middle of the street and

jumps out.

SOPHIA

Adrian! Adrian! Come back here!

Cars begin to blow, as the light has changed and traffic is

moving.

SOPHIA

Damn Dray!

She gets back in the car and tries to find him, but can’t.

She looks down at her watch. She reaches for her cell phone

and quickly dials.

(CONTINUED)
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SOPHIA CONT’D

Rosa, this is Sophia, please call

me when you get this message. I

will help you find the kids another

sitter, please call me. Please!

Sophia hangs the phone up. Unsure what to do, she starts the

car and heads towards Rosa’s home. She begins driving

towards a moderately clean, neighborhood. She pulls up to a

duplex and parks. She does not see Rosa’s car. She sits

outside waiting. After an hour, she sees Rosa pull up with

her children. The children get out and they all walk up to

the steps of the duplex. Sophia gets out of the car.

35 EXT. ROSA’S HOUSE - MID-DAY

SOPHIA

Rosa, can we talk? Please?

ROSA

What about? I got your crazy

message.

Rosa opens the door for the kids to go into the house.

ROSA CONT’D

Ya’ll go straight to your rooms and

do your homework, I will be

checking it. Dinner in an hour. Go

ahead!

36 INT. ROSA’S HOUSE

She walks into the house, Sophia walks in behind her. Rosa

turns to confront Sophia.

ROSA CONT’D

What’s going on Sophia, you hardly

ever come over here

SOPHIA

You need to sit down Rosa, you

aren’t going to believe me. Hell,

it sounds crazy, like something out

of a horror movie, but I need you

to at least listen, please promise

you will at least listen.

Rosa crosses her arms. Finally, she walks across the floor

and sits in a chair.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSA

I’m listening.

Sophia closes the door.

37 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT MORNING

Sophia is getting dressed. She sees Adrian walk past her

bedroom door.

SOPHIA

Dray you know you’re grounded so

don’t think you going anywhere.

Besides I want you to meet a friend

of mine.

Adrian keeps walking.

ADRIAN

not interested.

Sophia is buttoning her blouse and walking to top of the

steps.

SOPHIA

I didn’t ask you to be interested,

do you understand?

Adrian, gives her a dirty look

ADRIAN

yeah!

SOPHIA

yeah what?

ADRIAN

Yes ma’am

Adrian plops down on couch and turns the television on. The

doorbell rings. Adrian hears Sophia yell for him to answer

the door. He gets up to reluctantly open the door, waiting

another few moments before finally opening it to find

Michael standing there. Michael extends his hand towards

Adrian, but he walks away leaving Michael at the door.

MICHAEL

You must be Dray.

Adrian sits on the couch.

(CONTINUED)
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ADRIAN

My name is Adrian

MICHAEL

Oh...I thought maybe your friends

called you...

ADRIAN

YOU ain’t my friend.

Michael laughs. Sophia yells down the stairs

SOPHIA

Hey babe, I’ll be down in a

minute...Dray get Mike something to

drink and you better not be rude!

Adrian gives Michael a dirty look.

MICHAEL

No thank you. Hey...you ain’t

watching the game? There’s a good

one on...

Adrian interrupts Michael sarcastically.

ADRIAN

Look guy...pops...dude, whatever

your name is...I’m not interested

OK, I don’t need a daddy, I got a

girlfriend, and I’m too old for one

of your cop mentoring programs

alright.

Michael laughs then sits in chair across from Adrian.

MICHAEL

That’s cool. You like dogs Adrian?

ADRIAN

what? What are talking about?

MICHAEL

simple question, do you like dogs?

ADRIAN

Yeah I guess, why?

MICHAEL

I like dogs too. I got a puppy when

I graduated from the academy. His

name was Bruce. He was a

Sheppard. I used to take him on

(MORE)
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MICHAEL (cont’d)
every case I was ever called to. He

was not just my partner he was my

best friend. I’d tell a story and

he’d sit there and listen until I

was finished then he’d have to

poop.

ADRIAN

I know the feeling.

MICHAEL CONT’D

Anyway, one night I got a call, so

I loaded my partner up in the car

and headed to the scene.

38 EXT. WAREHOUSE (FLASHBACK)

Micheal is standing next to his car. He is holding the dog

by a short leash. The dog is excited and wants to run into

the building. He’s barking frantically. Finally Michael

releases the leash. Grabs his gun and follows the dog into

the warehouse.

MICHAEL (VO)

We ran toward the building but

before he went in he stopped and

looked at me. For the first time I

saw what looked like hesitation.

MICHAEL

Go on boy...go get him.

39 INT. WAREHOUSE

MICHAEL (VO)

Bruce ran into the building. I was

only in the building two minutes

when Bruce jumps out and crashes

into my chest.

The perp shoots and Bruce jumps into the way of the shot and

is hit. He falls to the ground with a yelp. Michael fires

at the perp who runs out of the abandoned warehouse. Michael

kneels down beside his dog. Michael angrily reaches for his

walkie talkie.
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40 EXT. WAREHOUSE (ALLEY)

MICHEAL (VO)

My friend died that day. I

followed the perp to an alley and

had him cornered. I wanted to blow

his brains out. Not just because he

killed my friend, but because of

all my losses, all my

pain. Instead, I just cuffed him.

Michael takes the perpetrator down with excessive force and

puts handcuffs on him just as other officers show up at the

scene. They walk the criminal back to the squad car and

throw him in the backseat. Michael watches as other officers

bring out Bruce’s body covered in a bag. Michael falls to

the ground weeping.

End of Flashback

41 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - EVENING

Adrian flips through the channels on the television,

ignoring Michael then turns the television off.

ADRIAN

So this is about you and Old

Yeller?

MICHAEL

No, this is about life Adrian.

Those who leave our lives and the

ones we will leave behind.

Adrian walks to a closet and pulls out his jacket while

Michael is talking. He slowly puts it on, before looking

over at Michael.

MICHAEL CONT’D

I lost my mama when I was 14, my

dad when I was 20. I am an only

child, so when I lost Bruce...I

thought “Not again, God!”

Adrian, smiles to himself.

ADRIAN

So God created us to be alone, to

look out for nobody but ourselves?

That’s what I thought.

(CONTINUED)
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MICHAEL

That’s not what I’m saying. I’m

saying God understands our

pain. But if the loss of a loved

one could prevent us from finishing

what we were put here on earth to

do, then we wouldn’t lose anyone.

Do you understand Dray?

ADRIAN

My names Adrian...yeah I

understand...don’t get a dog!

Sophia comes down the stairs as Adrian walks out the

door. Sophia looks confused. Michael stands up and walks

over to her, kissing her lightly.

SOPHIA

He’s grounded! Where is he going?

What happened?

MICHAEL

I’ll tell you in the car.

42 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - MORNING

Sophia is on the phone talking to Rosa

SOPHIA

Hey girl wanted to know if you ever

tried the sitter I hooked you up

with.

ROSA (VO)

No

SOPHIA

Why? What’s wrong with her? I even

offered to help pay for it!

ROSA (VO)

Look Sophia, I appreciate your

concern and everything but it

really ain’t all that deep.

SOPHIA

Rosa, please don’t take the kids

back over there...let’s just try...

ROSA (VO)

Sophia just stop OK? Damn, I don’t

believe what you believe, I don’t

(MORE)
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ROSA (VO) (cont’d)
think there’s no evil spirit trying

to steal my soul. Hell if they

want this raggedy thang they can

have it!

SOPHIA

Rosa you don’t know what your

saying...

ROSA (VO)

Drop it! You are going to make me

late and I can’t afford to lose my

job! (yells at kids) ya’ll hurry up

and get in the car! Look, Sophia I

got to go!

SOPHIA

Rosa, wait...Rosa!

43 EXT. SOPHIA’S CAR

Sophia is preparing to drop Adrian off at school. She sees

smoke and hears fire engines. An ambulance rushes past

her. She decides to follow it.

ADRIAN

I wonder what’s up?

SOPHIA

I don’t know...but I got a feeling.

She enters into Amberpark and sees the smoke and hears the

trucks in the distance. Instinctively she follows the

sounds.

ADRIAN

What are you doing?

SOPHIA

I’m not sure...

As Sophia turns a corner to see that a small four unit

apartment is on fire, from a distance she sees a crowd of

people standing around as the fire fighters attempt to put

out the fire, as she gets closer she sees Rosa’s car. The

police won’t allow her to get closer, so she pulls over and

jumps out of the car.
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45 EXT. AMBERPARK - AFTERNOON

ADRIAN

Ma where you going!

SOPHIA

That’s Rosa’s car!

Sophia and Adrian start running toward the

crowd. Frantically Sophia searches the crowd and does not

see Rosa anywhere. Finally, she spots Rosa huddled with her

children next to police car. Sophia races towards her.

SOPHIA

Rosa!

Rosa turns shaking and crying. The children are also crying.

ROSA

I was late...

Sophia slowly approaches her.

SOPHIA

Rosa? Are you ok?

Rosa is in shock, as she stares at the burning house,

clinging to her children.

ROSA

I was late. I was a half hour

late!

SOPHIA

Rosa?

ROSA

If I had gotten here a half hour

earlier...

Sophia embraces her friend who lies limp in her arms.

44 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - LATE AFTERNOON

Sophia enters her apartment and immediately hears music

playing coming from Adrian’s room. She knocks on the

door. There’s no answer, the music gets louder. She

nervously turns the knob. She pushes the door open and

music stops. She walks into the room a cold breeze passes

her face and the door slams shut. She frantically tries to

turn the knob, suddenly the music begins to play very

loud. She bangs on the door screaming, but her screams are

(CONTINUED)
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drowned out by the loud music. she covers her ears and

collapses to the floor. Suddenly the door opens, Adrian is

standing there.

ADRIAN

What are doing in my room? What’s

going on?

Sophia struggles to get to her feet. Adrian helps her.

Sophia looks around the room confused and terrified.

SOPHIA

The music...did, did you

hear...hear it?

ADRIAN

Mama I’ve got work to do.

Adrian walks into the room and turns to wait for Sophia to

walk out, she’s still stunned and shaking.

SOPHIA

OK, I’m going to lay down. I’ve

got a headache, I’m going to take a

nap.

She steps outside the door.

SOPHIA CONTD

I’m going to church tonight so...

Adrian closes the door. Sophia slowly walks away. She sits

on the couch for a moment before laying down. she rest her

forearm over her eyes, then drifts off to sleep.

45 INT. RANDOM CHURCH (DREAM SEQUENCE)

Sophia is sitting in the middle of church service. She is

wearing a conservative outfit. She is sitting between two

women dressed in equally conservative church attire. The

one on the left jumps up to shout "Amen" while the choir

sings. The church is packed with people. There are ushers

standing in the aisles handing out fans.

CHOIR SINGS

A distinguished well dressed Pastor stands up to address the

congregation. Sophia notices the lights begin to dim, but

the pulpit begins to illuminate as the Pastor preaches his

sermon. The Pastor does an altar call. Sophia begins to

shift slowly feeling compelled to get up. She hears a low

growl, coming from her left.

(CONTINUED)
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She ignores it and prepares to stand up. The growling

becomes louder more ferocious, its deep and

threatening. She feels hot spit spraying on her neck. She

reaches to wipe it nervously, slowly turning to see that the

woman on her left is staring at her with evil red eyes and

snarling at her with long razor sharp teeth. Sophia falls

against the woman on her right terrified. The woman on the

right is oblivious. The woman’s growling becomes more

intense as her face begins to morph into a ravenous

wolf. Sophia sees that all throughout the church wolves are

pouring out of the seats. Coming down from the choir stands

and scattered throughout the congregation. Attacking anyone

who dares approach the altar.

The rest of the congregation is unmoved by what is

happening. Sophia sees the altar is getting

brighter. Sophia crawls into the aisle, desperate to reach

the altar as the wolf is snapping and biting at her.

Suddenly Angels appear wielding swords of light. The angels

and the wolves fight in the air and on the ground.

A presence stands at the alter encased in light. He extends

his nailed scared hands to those at the altar as they lift

their hands to worship Him. Sophia is now crawling toward

the light of the altar as a demon has her leg and is pulling

her back into the darkness. An angel is fighting on her

behalf, severing the gnarled limb of the demon from her leg,

but the Angel is attacked by wolves and demons all jumping

on him at once. Sophia struggles to reach the light as the

church is now cloaked entirely by darkness...she is

swallowed up by the darkness.

She wakes up screaming.

End of Dream Sequence.

46 INT. SOPHIA’S APARMENT

ADRIAN

Mama wake up! What’s wrong? What

are you doing?

SOPHIA

I’m, I’m...

Sophia has turned over the couch and is lying on the floor.
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47 INT. RANDOM CHURCH SERVICE - EVENING

Sophia walks into the church. Everyone is singing and

clapping. She finds a seat towards the front of the

church. Michael comes out to preach.

MICHAEL

The Word of God says, The weapons

of our warfare are not carnal, but

mighty through God through the

pulling down of strongholds. We

must learn to fight in the spirit.

Using the Word of God and fervent

prayer!

CONGREGATION:

Amen

MICHAEL

I know it’s easier to fight an

enemy we can see, then we can hit

him, punch him,and know that we

have done some damage but while the

enemy is distracting us with flesh,

he is attacking us in the

spirit.

CONGREGATION:

"Amen, Yes Lord."

MICHAEL

The Word of God says, not by power

nor by might but by my spirit,

saith the Lord.You need God’s

Spirit, His presence, His Power to

defeat the devil, power to stand in

the evil days, power to cast out

demons, power to endure and power

to win!

The church is clapping and shouting

MICHAEL CONT’D

God promises you his Spirit as a

free gift when you accept His son

Jesus.

Michael motions for a singer to begin singing a song

MICHAEL CONT’D

Don’t let mistakes hold you

back. God knows everything you’re

doing, have done or will do and He

(MORE)
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MICHAEL CONT’D (cont’d)
loves you anyway, He wants you

anyway...Give your life to Him

today so that you can have HIS

POWER and defeat every spiritual

battle in your life.

The singers sings Still My Child as ministers prepare for

the altar call. Sophia sees many people walking up to the

front of the church. She looks to her left and sees a kind

man smiling at her, he nods his head slowly. She smiles

back and gets up to go to the altar. Sophia receives Jesus.

48 EXT. RANDOM CHURCH SERVICE - EVENING

Michael walks Sophia to her car.

MICHAEL

You sure you won’t go with me? I’m

not ready for you to leave.

SOPHIA

I’m sorry, I really need to get

home and talk to Adrian. I just

feel like I’ve got to say

something...especially now.

MICHAEL

I understand, will you please call

me later?

SOPHIA

of course

They hug and Michael walks back towards the church. Sophia

opens the door to her car. A woman named Deana approaches

Sophia’s car.

DEANA

Is your name Sophia? Sophia Allen

SOPHIA

Yes...

DEANA

Well you and I got a little problem

SOPHIA

I’m sorry, you and I have a

problem?

Deana points across the street to a young girl leaning

against a car, obviously pregnant.
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SOPHIA CONT’D

Ok...what’s the problem?

DEANA

well it seems your boy Gerald got

my daughter pregnant...she’s 7

months!

Sophia is shocked, staring from the woman to her Vivian.

SOPHIA

Gerald? How do you know it was

Gerald? She said it was Gerald?

Are you sure?

DEANA

No, she won’t say nothing cause she

know if I find out it’s a...no I

don’t know for sure, but I’ve heard

people say they saw him hanging

outside my house a few months

ago. So you need to tell your boy

to step up and be a man...

SOPHIA

First of all...she looks like she’s

of age, so if that is Gerald’s

child he didn’t make her do nothing

against her will and secondly, I

can’t tell my son nothing because

he was murdered 6 months ago!

Deana, looks at her shocked, then turns away with disdain.

DEANA

Well then I guess your problems are

over...but mine are just getting

started!

She walks away leaving Sophia fuming. Sophia yells out after

her, but Deana tells her daughter to get in the car and they

speed off.

49 EXT. ADRIAN’S HIGH SCHOOL - MID DAY

Adrian is standing outside the school, he checks his watch.

People speak to him as they pass by, but he ignores them or

just waves curtly in their direction. Finally, a car pulls

into the parking lot. He walks toward the car. a very

pregnant girl steps out. She greets Adrian with a kiss. She

turns to speak to the Sharon.

(CONTINUED)
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VIVIAN

I’ll be right back, wait right here

OK?

SHARON

Fine, don’t be all day

VIVIAN

I won’t

Adrian and Vivian begin walking slowly.

ADRIAN

How you feeling? You OK?

VIVIAN

I was out last night with my

mom. We saw your mom and

well...she told her I was pregnant.

Adrian is shocked

ADRIAN

She told her what!

VIVIAN

My mom don’t know you’re the daddy

Dray.

ADRIAN

Damn! Man how did this happen!

VIVIAN

It happens the way it always

happens.

ADRIAN

I know, it’s just that... Man what

are we going to do? I wanted to go

to college. Playing ball was going

to be my ticket out of here

man...now this!

Adrian frustrated points at Vivian’s stomach, she slaps his

hand away.

VIVIAN

I didn’t do this to ruin your life

Dray. What do you want me to do?

put the baby up for adoption,

because, this situation didn’t come

with an undo button! Are you

regretting me, the baby or both?
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ADRIAN

What? Neither...I did this...we did

this, we going to make it work. I

ain’t never ran from nothing in my

life. It’s going to be hard,

but...man my mom is going to clown.

VIVIAN

I’m sorry did you say your mom is

going to clown? Oh you mean like

she’s going to slap you until you

almost pass out? Or maybe call you

every name but the one on your

birth certificate? I can’t wait to

hear how she threatens to kick the

little bastard out of your stomach!

People start walking by as Vivian’s voice gets

louder. Adrian tries to calm her down, but she pushes him

away. Adrian is finally able to pull her towards

him. Vivian calms down as he kisses her gently on the top

of her head.

ADRIAN

Ok, I’m sorry, I’m sorry I’m

sorry...

Vivian pulls away.

VIVIAN

My mother had me at 15 Dray, my

sister’s working on her 5th baby. I

wanted to be different. This is not

what I wanted for MY life at 17!

Adrian is uncomfortable as students begin walking past

staring at them. He pulls Vivian beside a car to continue

their talk.

VIVIAN CONT’D

I wanted better. Even as hard as

my life has been...somehow I

believed I deserved better.

ADRIAN

I know...I know you’re scared, I

get it. We are in this together, I

ain’t going no where. We won’t be

planning a wedding no time soon,

but I’m going here. Ok.

Vivan nodds sadly and wraps her arms around Adrian.
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ADRIAN CONT’D

Now, I got to be about my business

and get you some money.

VIVIAN

Don’t do nothing stupid Dray

ADRIAN

And don’t you start telling me what

to do either, I got enough of that

going on already...let me handle

this.

Adrian pats her softly on the stomach. He leans in to kiss

her and then they begin walking back to her car. He helps

her get in and shuts the door. Vivian grabs his hand.

VIVIAN

I can’t lose you Dray...please, you

and this baby are all I’ve got.

ADRIAN

Look, I don’t have all the

answers...OK, but somehow this is

going to work out...it’s got to, I

love you. Call me later when you

can.

VIVIAN

I love you too

Adrian begins to walk toward home. He pauses as if listening

to something. He sees a bus coming, he runs to the bus stop

and gets on. The bus sign flashes the street names:

CHESTERDALE and AMBERPARK.

50 INT. BUS - EARLY EVENING

Adrian is seated next to a window, staring out blankly. The

bus is not crowded. There is a older man sitting up front

and a few teenagers in the back. A woman is playing with

her child. The child waves, he waves back.

51 INT. GERALD’S CAR (FLASHBACK) EVENING

Loud gangsta rap music is playing on the radio. Gerald is

singing the lyrics to the song with Adrian bobbing his head

to the beat. Gerald looks over at Adrian and turns the

music down. Adrian looks at him confused.
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GERALD

You like this girl?

ADRIAN

Yeah she’s cool, I guess.

GERALD

You guess? You need to know for

sure Dray. You can’t be guessing

man.

ADRIAN

What’s the big deal...I’m just

having a little fun, why you

getting all serious on me?

GERALD

Babies are serious Dray man. Every

where you look, you see a kid with

no daddy. Hell, I’m looking at you

and you looking at me. So, it’s

serious...real serious!

ADRIAN

I ain’t trying to have no baby

Gerald man, It ain’t all that deep,

beside you out here doing your

thang...right?

GERALD

Yeah, but I’m making sure it’s

covered too! Look, it ain’t about

you, or me. Babies ain’t chosen us.

Life is short in the streets Dray.

I don’t know how much longer I’m

going to be around...so I don’t

want to leave nobody behind

wondering if I chose not to stay.

ADRIAN

Turn here.

Gerald turns the corner of a clean, modest neighborhood. He

turns his lights out while parking across the street.

GERALD

Be careful, I’ll be here when

you’re done...see you in 3 minutes

Adrian punches Gerald on the arm.
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ADRIAN

Whatever! I’ll be back

Adrian runs across the street and knocks on the door of a

brick bi-level house. Vivian opens the door and lets him

inside.

End of Flashback

52 INT. BUS - EARLY EVENING

Adrian smiles at the baby before returning his attention out

the window. People slowly start getting off the bus. The

driver announces Chesterdale and several people get off the

bus. When the door closes there is only Adrian and a older

man on the bus. The older man looks back at Adrian. Adrian

notices him staring at him, so he nods his head giving the

man an acknowledging smile. The driver looks up in the rear

view mirror. He looks nervous.

DRIVER

Next stop is Amberpark...if you

want to get off before we get

there, then you better do it now,

son.

OLD MAN

I’m sure the boy knows where he’s

going...so you just keep drive.

The driver looks at the man nervously and continues driving.

ADRIAN

Yeah I’m good.

The old man smiles a wicked smile at Adrian. Adrian stands

up to get off bus, when he passes the driver, he urgently

grabs his arm.

DRIVER

There ain’t another bus you can

catch out here son, you will have

to walk several blocks the other

way to get back home. They stop

running all together after dark.

Adrian pulls his arm away. The older man steps up behind

them, placing his hand firmly on the driver’s shoulder.

OLD MAN

Give the boy a bus schedule and

keep your mouth shut!
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The driver’s eyes flash as if sudden fallen asleep. He turns

to face the road, slowly opening the door to let Adrian

out.

53 EXT. AMBERPARK

Adrian steps off the bus, he watches as the driver pull away

from the curb. The old man starts to walk away.

OLD MAN

Welcome Adrian...

ADRIAN

Huh?

The old man crosses the street of Amberpark. Adrian pulls

his collar up on his coat and begins walking towards a

familiar part of Amberpark. He sees a crowd of young men

shooting dice and hanging around. He runs up to them.

ADRIAN

Dino man...you got a minute

DINO

Dray? Man what brings you around

these parts. Didn’t think I’d ever

see you down here again, especially

after what happened to to G-money.

ADRIAN

yeah...well that ain’t got nothing

to do with me, look can I holla at

you for a minute.

DINO

of course, you my boy...you always

going to be my boy.

Dino and Adrian start walking down the sidewalk. The other

men stop shooting dice, they stand up and watch Adrian an

Dino as they talk on the corner. A few of the young men are

growling, their eyes turn blood red.

54 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT KITCHEN - LATE EVENING

Sophia is cooking she’s very distracted. She goes over to

the sink to rinse a kitchen knife. She takes the knife to

the counter an begins cutting an onion. She looks up to

check the clock on the wall, then back down at the

onion. She picks up the chopped onion and places it in a

bowl, she sees the reflection of the old woman standing

behind her. She jumps, dropping her onions.
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SOPHIA

Even though I hate it when you do

that...I’m not surprised you’re

here.

OLD LADY

Greetings Sophia.

SOPHIA

Somethings wrong isn’t it. I’ve

been feeling it all day.

OLD LADY

Adrian is in trouble.

Sophia puts the knife down.

SOPHIA

What do I need to do?

OLD LADY

The devil has to destroy

Adrian. Adrian’s destiny is to

defeat him.

SOPHIA

Defeat him? How?

OLD LADY

You must trust God, He will lead

you, He will protect you. He will

fill your mouth with His word.

Sophia walks closer to the old lady, she gingerly reaches to

touch her face. She touches her gently on her cheek

releasing a small burst of bright light from her aged face.

SOPHIA

What...what do you look like?

OLD LADY

When you are ready to see, Sophia,

you will see more than just

me. Make haste, now my child,

Adrian is only safe for a season,

but if he dies in his sin,

mankind’s hope will be lost.

The old lady disappears just as the living room door

opens. Adrian walks in, closes the door and starts

upstairs.
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SOPHIA

Hey Dray, come here...

ADRIAN

Ma, I’m tired and I’ve got a lot of

stuff to do.

SOPHIA

Please Dray

Adrian shoves a small package into his book bag and drops

the bag at the bottom of the steps before heading towards

the kitchen.

ADRIAN

What ma?

SOPHIA

I’m cooking dinner, thought we

could sit down and talk...

ADRIAN

Not tonight ma,I’ve got stuff to

do, but thanks though.

SOPHIA

Dray please...I’ve got some news

that’s going to effect both of us.

Adrian looks nervous, but plays it off by walking to the

refrigerator to get a soda.

ADRIAN

What’s up?

SOPHIA

I met a lady last night that told

me her daughter is pregnant.

ADRIAN

Really? How does that effect us?

SOPHIA

Well she seems to think it’s

Gerald’s baby.

Adrian almost chokes on this soda

ADRIAN

Gerald’s baby! Where she get that

from?
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SOPHIA

The time frame is about right I

guess. Gerald was out there I know

that, so it don’t take much to put

two and two together. I didn’t get

a chance to ask the girl, but her

mother was pretty sure. I was

furious at first, but then I

started thinking...maybe...

ADRIAN

maybe what mama?

Sophia smiles and continues cutting onions.

SOPHIA

Maybe it’s God’s way of giving me

back a little piece of

Gerald. Giving me my son back.

ADRIAN

Your...son back?

SOPHIA

I didn’t mean it that way

Adrian...I only meant...

ADRIAN

It’s cool mama, but check it, I

hate to break up your praise party,

but that little bundle of joy ain’t

Gerald’s...it’s mine!

SOPHIA

What?

ADRIAN

Oh...you ain’t feeling blessed no

more? Why ain’t I surprised!

SOPHIA

Dray...I thought...I mean.

ADRIAN

like I said...I’ve got stuff to do.

Adrian storms out of the kitchen and runs upstairs to his

room and slams the door. Sophia follows him, but she stops

when she gets to the bottom of the steps.

SOPHIA

Jesus help me!
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She turns to go back into the kitchen, but trips over

Adrian’s bag. She kicks the bag out of the way, causing his

books to fall out. She bends down to pick them up shoves

them back into the bag. She sees the package. She opens it

up and finds the drugs. She turns to look up the

stairs. She stands up holding the drugs in her hands. She

grabs her purse and keys. Runs into the kitchen to turn the

stove off and heads out the door.

55 AMBERPARK - BAPTIST CHURCH - NIGHT

Sophia slams on her brakes as she jumps out of the car in

front of the church. The dog frantically barks and growls

as she approaches the church.

SOPHIA

Shut up!

The dog calms down, but continues to growl. She starts

walking up the side walk toward the church. The church

appears to fold in and out of a midst that rises. She

stands in the front of the church and waits.

SOPHIA

Oh...You don’t feel like dragging

nobody today?

She storms up the steps of the church and is immediately

blown backwards by a strong force. She hits the ground hard.

She’s hurt, but stands up and walks up the stairs again.

Once again the force knocks her backwards down the

steps. She rolls over into the grass, that is now alive and

tries to grab at her feet and legs.

SOPHIA

You can’t stop me and you can’t

have my child!

The grass clings to her legs as she wrestles to get free.

SOPHIA

No weapon...no weapon formed

against me can prosper!

The grass folds as it looks singed and burned. Sophia

scrambles to her feet and hobbles up the steps to the

church. She begins banging on the church door.

SOPHIA

You can’t have Adrian, do you hear

me, You can’t have him!

From behind her comes a dark, scratchy voice of a man.
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DEMON

I already have him Sophia

Sophia slowly turns around to find a Demon as tall as a

building standing behind her. He is horrible to look

at. Sophia backs away cowering at first, but soon regains

her composure.

SOPHIA

You...you can’t have Adrian, you

won’t get another one of my

children.

The demon lashes out a long snake like tongue licking up the

air between him and Sophia before laughing a loud piercing

laugh. Sophia covers her ears.

DEMON

I’ve patiently awaited this day. I

will have my victory!

SOPHIA

I’m not asking you...I’m telling

you, you can’t have Adrian.

Demon whips out his long snake like tongue attempting to

lick Sophia’s sweat covered brow.

DEMON

You are afraid...yes, I can smell

it...

The demon leans closer to Sophia’s face, she cringes at his

smell and horrible appearance, then slowly she turns to lock

eyes with his yellow gaze.

SOPHIA

I’m sorry...I don’t have that

spirit anymore!

The demon howls stepping back to put his claws to his face.

He stumbles backward down the steps.

DEMON

Go! Leave NOW!

The demons runs off into the shadows. Sophia stumbles, but

manages to slowly walk down the steps. She gets in the car,

holding tightly to the steering wheel. She begins to

cry. Sophia looks up to wipe off her face and sees that

she is glowing. She smiles at her reflection, she praises

God before preparing to drive away. Suddenly she stops the

car and throws the package out of the window.
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56 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT - MORNING

Adrian is downstairs going through his book bag when Sophia

comes down the steps dressed for work, he’s thrown his books

all over the ground and has turned his bag inside out. She

notices he’s nervous and all most panicked.

SOPHIA

What are you looking for?

Adrian stands up, checking his coat pockets.

ADRIAN

I lost something...something

important.

SOPHIA

Your little brown package?

Adrian spins around to look at Sophia, his eyes are wide.

ADRIAN

Yeah mama...where is it?

SOPHIA

I got rid of it!

Adrian rushes toward Sophia grabbing her by her arms.

ADRIAN

What did you do with it mama? Where

is it?

SOPHIA

Get your hands off of me!

Adrian is angry he shakes Sophia with a menacing expression

on his face.

ADRIAN

Where is it! Tell me what you

did with it!!!

SOPHIA

I threw it away, somewhere in

Amberpark!

ADRIAN

You did what!

He pushes Sophia down onto the couch, he stands over her as

if he’s prepared to hit her.
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ADRIAN

Damn mama you REALLY hate me that

much?

SOPHIA

I don’t hate you Adrian, I’ve never

hated you, I did it for you, I

didn’t want you to get hurt!

ADRIAN

Hurt? Mama you just killed me? Do

you understand what I’m telling

you? I’m dead because of you!!!

Adrian grabs his coat and runs out the door. Sophia

struggles to get up, by the time she gets out the door

Adrian is gone. She runs back inside to call Michael.

SOPHIA

Yes I...I know exactly where he’s

going! Please hurry!

57 INT. BUS - EVENING

Adrian nervously sits on the bus. A prostitute is on the

bus. She appears to be asleep. The driver continues to

look up at Adrian in his mirror. They pass Chesterdale and

no one gets on or off. The driver continues. Finally, they

arrive at Amberpark and Adrian stands up to walk off

bus. He approaches the front door.

DRIVER

This is the last bus son.

ADRIAN

Yeah I know...I’m good, thanks

DRIVER

Amberpark ain’t a good place to be

after dark.

Suddenly Adrian hears growling coming from behind him, he

ignores it.

ADRIAN

Yeah...I heard, but I’m...

The growling gets louder, Adrian turns to see the prostitute

has now become a ravenous wolf. He screams and falls

backwards down the steps of the bus. The door closes as the

wolf pounces on driver. Suddenly a bright light bursts

through the door. With a screech the door opens and the wolf
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rolls down onto the ground at Adrian’s feet. Adrian jumps

back afraid. Standing in front of him now is an Angel.

ANGEL

Come Adrian, we must go

ADRIAN

I don’t know what you are, but

don’t come near me!

ANGEL

You must come with me Adrian,

before it’s too late

ADRIAN

Get away from me!

Adrian begins to run down the street, still able to hear

what sounds like wings beating the air above him, but the

deeper he gets into Amberpark, the more still the air

becomes until he can no longer here the Angel’s wings. He is

surrounded by darkness. He approaches the same corner where

Gerald was shot.

58 INT. SOPHIA’S APARTMENT (FLASHBACK)

Gerald is standing at the door of the apartment. He slips a

gun behind his jacket, while Adrian watches from the living

room. Gerald prepares to walk out the door, but Adrian

calls out to him.

ADRIAN

Hey G-money where you going?

GERALD

I’m Gerald to you boy, don’t forget

that and it ain’t none of your

business where I’m going.

ADRIAN

Hold up a minute and I’ll go with

you.

GERALD

Boy sit your butt down...you ain’t

going nowhere with me.

Adrian grabs his jacket and heads for the door ignoring

Gerald’s orders.
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ADRIAN

Yeah whatever.

Gerald slams the door on Adrian

GERALD

I said you ain’t going nowhere with

me Dray, what the hell wrong with

you? You deaf? Go sit your ass

down!

ADRIAN

Damn, what’s the big deal, why

can’t I go with you?

Gerald grabs Adrian by his collar and slams him against the

wall. Adrian fights him but can’t break free.

GERALD

Cause you ain’t me, that’s why and

I bet not ever hear about you

hustling them streets.

Adrian finally manages to push Gerald’s hands off angrily.

ADRIAN

What difference does it make if you

doing it or I’m doing it! You

can’t stop me...I’m grown!

Gerald pulls his gun out on Adrian and presses it against

his forehead, Adrian is shocked, but doesn’t back down.

GERALD

You think you grown? You ain’t

grown, Dray...if somebody put a gun

to your head and pull the trigga

you won’t be nothing but dead! It

don’t matter if it’s your boy or

family! They don’t give a damn if

you a kid...they will shoot you

dead, Dray. Then you won’t be

nothing but a tear on mama’s face!

So keep your ass off the streets or

I’m going to pull the trigger!

Gerald puts the gun back in his pocket and pushes Adrian’s

back against the wall.

GERALD CONTD

You ain’t me...and if I could

change it Dray, I wouldn’t be me

either!

(CONTINUED)
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Gerald walks out the door. A single tear falls down

Adrian’s cheek

End of flashback

59 EXT. DINO’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Adrian spots Dino’s crack house. Adrian opens the gate,

suddenly a dog lunges at him knocking him down. Adrian

fights the dog. Finally, a whistle is blown and the dog

immediately stops his attack. Adrian wearily stands up,

scratched and bruised, he’s panting heavily. Dino is on the

steps holding a whistle.

DINO

Dray is that you man? You back

already? That’s what I’m talking

about...come on in!

Adrian can hear the party going on inside. He walks into the

house. The dog sits on the porch and waits.

60 INT. MICHEAL’S POLICE CRUISER

Michael is racing toward Amberpark. Sophia is scared, she is

fidgeting as Michael is calling in a request for back up

explaining the situation over the phone.

SOPHIA

What if it’s too late? I shouldn’t

have touched that bag.

MICHAEL

This is all divinely orchestrated

Sophia. This isn’t about

you. This battle is the Lord’s.

SOPHIA

Are you saying...I put my child in

harms way and God is alright with

that? What sense does that make?

Micheal looks over at Sophia sympathetically and places his

hand over hers.

MICHAEL

Life takes US by surprise Sophia,

not God. Your past, Gerald’s

death, you finding the drugs,

Adrian’s struggles is all a part of

God’s plan. It’s all a part of His

plan to reclaim Amberpark.
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SOPHIA

Amberpark? Why Amberpark?

MICHAEL

Because the earth is the Lord’s

Sophia! Everything the devil has,

he stole from God, so God is taking

it back. That’s why you’re here

right? You’re here to get your son

back...you’re here to take back

what rightfully belongs to you!

Sophia stares in shock and confusion.

MICHAEL CONT’D

God is using you, me and even

Adrian to take back his stuff, one

drug infested, homicidal

neighborhood at a time!

SOPHIA

But...

The radio interrupts: REPORTS OF SHOTS FIRED IN AMBERPARK

ADDRESS 1717, SENDING CRUISE TO LOCATION, PROCEED WITH

CAUTION. Sophia gasps, Michael speeds towards address.

61 INT. DINO’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Dino motions for Adrian to sit down on the couch. Adrian is

very nervous and fidgety. There are men standing around or

sitting in chairs talking loudly. There are a few scantily

dressed woman lounging around. Drugs and alcohol are open

on tables while loud music is being played. Adrian

recognizes the song as the music that was coming from his

bedroom weeks earlier.

DINO

So what’s up my man Dray? You got

good news for me?

ADRIAN

I’ve got some news...it ain’t good

though.

Dino stands still hovering over Adrian, he looks confused,

but not angry.

DINO

What the hell that mean?
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ADRIAN

Well Dino man, we got a problem,

but I promise I can make it up to

you. I just had a little accident

that’s all.

DINO

Yea, yeah,accidents happen. What’s

up Dray?

ADRIAN

My mom...found your stash...and,

damn Dino man, she threw it away.

I’d been looking all over for it,

but...

Dino snatches Adrian up by his collar and the room gets

deathly quiet. Dino begins to chuckle lightly.

DINO

Oh I missed understood you, I

thought you said we had a

problem. Seems to me...you the one

with the damn problem...

The room gets quiet, as Adrian squirms under Dino’s grip and

increasingly demonic stare.

DINO CONTD

You got the nerve to come in here

without my stash or my money? Are

you crazy?

Dino has lifted Adrian off the floor by his neck and throws

him over the couch onto the floor. Adrian lands on his back

and tries to get to his feet, but one of Dino’s boys hold

him down with his foot.

ERIC

You kidding me right? Dino, you got

it all wrong, surely G-money little

bro, got more sense than to come in

here with no money? It’s a

mistake...

Eric kicks Adrian hard in the side, over and over again.

ERIC CONTD

A horrible...horrible mistake!

Adrian tries to get up, but Eric hold him down with his

foot.
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ADRIAN

Wait, wait...Dino man, I can get

you the money, wait!

Dino comes around the couch to pick Adrian up off the floor

only to throw him to the other side of the couch, crashing

down onto a table. The crowd stand up and gather around

Adrian, watching him, staring at him some are growling. Dino

picks Adrian off the floor, by his neck.

DINO

I can’t believe your the one we’ve

been waiting for...I actually like

G, he put up a much better fight.

Adrian struggles under Dino’s grasp, he manages to punch

Dino several times in the face.

ADRIAN

You ain’t....noth..ing, Dino...do

what you...got to do...

Dino laughs as his face becomes demonic. Sending a fresh

wave of terror across Adrian’s face. As everyone in the

room transform into their true demonic selves.

DINO

Oh...I will, I will...this is our

territory, our kingdom will never

end! On Earth...as it is in Hell!

Adrian frantically digs into his pants pocket and produces

his apartment key, he rakes it across Dino’s eyes. Dino

howls dropping Adrian on to the floor. Adrian scrabbles to

his feet and runs out the door. The crowd follows. Adrian

runs down the street he can hear their howling.

62 INT. MICHEAL’S POLICE CRUISER

There are several people in the middle of the

street. Michael slows down. Sophia leans forward trying to

see what’s going on. Suddenly the people begin turning into

wolves and they run toward the squad car. Other squad cars

pull up but swerve out of the way of the wolves.

SOPHIA

Micheal keep going! Don’t stop,

don’t Stop!

MICHAEL

What?
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SOPHIA

KEEP GOING!

Micheal tries to miss the wolves but they’ve jumped on the

hood and roof of the car. Sophia screams in terror and then

sees the Old Lady who runs to jump on the car and begins to

throw the wolves off the car.

MICHEAL

Lord help us!

SOPHIA

He is Michael, He is!

Michael looks over at her.

MICHAEL

Amen

The wolves roll off the top of the car as the Old Lady steps

down onto the street. Micheal continues driving as the

wolves begin to chase them. Sophia looks behind her to see

the woman still fighting wolves.

63 EXT. AMBERPARK MID-NIGHT

Adrian is cornered in an alley. The wolves circle the

entrance as Dino walks into the alley, his image morphs

between a man and a wolf.

DINO

I’ve grown tired of this game

Adrian.

He pulls out a gun and points it at Adrian’s chest.

ADRIAN

Please Dino man...

DINO

I can’t believe your the chosen

one...I’m very disappointed.

Dino fires one shot into Adrian’s chest. Adrian stumbles

backward and falls against the wall. He slides down to the

ground. Dino walks toward him prepared to fire another

round, he holds the gun to Adrian’s head smiling wickedly.

The wolves begin to bark and howl. Standing in the alley is

an Angel. The other wolves circle but do not attack. Dino

growls then immediately turns to fire another shot into

Adrian. He fires two shots, but the bullets fall to the

ground, he fires two more shots, the bullets hover in the
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air before falling to the ground. Dino turns to confront

the Angel. He gets on all fours and runs at the angel. He

leaps in the air, the angel raises a sword and Dino is

impaled. The other wolves attack and they are killed. The

angel stands over Adrian.

ANGEL

Help is coming Adrian...

ADRIAN

mama...my mama..I’m sorry. Don’t

leave me please. Please don’t leave

me...please...

ANGEL

Help is coming...

64 EXT. MICHEAL’S CAR

Michael is on the radio. You can hear police sirens and an

ambulance.

MICHAEL

An ambulance is on the way, they

have been cleared thanks for your

friend. Where do you think Adrian

went?

SOHPIA

Look...there!

The Old Lady is standing in the street pointing toward the

alley. Michael heads in that direction. Both Michael and

Sophia get out and go on foot to find Adrian slumped against

the wall unconscious. Sophia races to Adrian’s blood soaked

side.

SOPHIA

Adrian!!

The ambulance pulls up moments later. The paramedics run to

try to help Adrian.

MICHAEL

Sophia let them get in.

SOPHIA

Adrian, Adrian it’s mama, can you

hear me? Adrian, I’m here baby, I’m

here!
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MICHAEL

Come on Sophia, baby let them get

to him.

Michael pulls Sophia out of the way so that paramedics can

assess Adrian. Sophia here’s the voice of the old woman.

OLD LADY (VO)

If he dies in his sin, mankind’s

hope will be lost.

Sophia frantically tries to speak to Adrian.

SOPHIA

Adrian! Adrian if you can hear me,

please hold on baby, please hold on

mama’s coming, hold on!

Sophia jumps up and prepares to run quickly from the alley,

but Michael grabs her by the arm.

MICHAEL

Where are you going? What’s going

on?

Sophia snatches and pulls away from Michael.

SOPHIA

Pray Michael, please pray for my

baby They’ve got to keep Adrian

alive, pray!!!

Sophia begins running down the street. It suddenly begins

to rain. Her hair and clothing are clinging to her face and

body. She switches scenes between her dream of running

toward Gerald’s crime scene and now running to save

Adrian. She races toward the abandoned church.

65 EXT. AMBERPARK CHURCH - MIDNIGHT

The church is alive and seems to be staring at her. She

slowly walks toward the church praying. She hears footsteps

behind her, but continues to walk anyway, not looking back.

SOPHIA

The Lord is my life and my

salvation, whom shall I fear, the

Lord is the strength of my life of

whom shall I be afraid...
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DEMON

Why are you here?

SOPHIA

when the wicked come against me,

they stumbled an fell...

DEMON

leave here!

SOPHIA

though an host of evil should

encamp against me in this am I

confident, that thou are with me

Lord...

The foot steps are more frantic as Sophia reaches the door

of the church, she turns to see the demon barreling down on

her with claws extended. Suddenly the Old Lady appears

standing between Sophia and the Demon. She turns to look at

Sophia wants before morphing into a 6 foot Angel! Demon

falls back, then rushes toward the Angel. They collide on

the front lawn. Sophia falls to the ground and begins to

crawl out of the way. The angel is pressed against the door

with by the demon, the angel forces it’s hand through the

chest of the demon pulling out its demonic heart. Sophia

scurries way around towards the back of the church.

Sophia finds a boarded up window and frantically begins to

pull at the boards, the house is shaking and trembling as if

ready to collapse. She crawls in cutting her face and

hands.

66 INT. AMBERPARK CHURCH - NIGHT

Sophia can’t see anything, she fumbles through the darkness

until she finds a door. She opens the door and she

immediately sees herself lying on the couch of her apartment

passed out drunk. Young Adrian is 4 years old and is

watching television. After a minute or so he gets up and

goes to the couch to check on Sophia. He sees the bottle of

pills on the table he picks them up and pours them out in

his hands.

Sophia walks inside the room, pressing her back agains the

door, trembling in fear.

SOPHIA

I’m a new creature...do you hear

me? I’m not that person

anymore? My past has been

forgiven!
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Sophia hears the steady sound of beeping above her and

muffled voices, she can’t make out what they are saying.

Sophia is now in a hallway, the floor is broken and fire is

now shooting out from the bottom of the floor. The hallway

is familiar. She walks toward a door and opens it to find

herself as a little girl. There is a man standing next to a

bed. His shirt is unbuttoned, there is a small girl hiding

in a corner.

MAN

Get over her Sophia, now! don’t you

make me come over there girl, cause

you sure going to regret it if I

do!

Sophia slams the door, but now the whole room is filled with

images of Gerald, Adrian and Sophia’s lives. Sophia passed

out at work, Sophia at Adrian’s school in the Principal’s

office, Gerald being shot, Sophia’s ex-husband beating her

in a kitchen. Sophia spins around surrounded by her past.

SOPHIA

You can’t stop me! I’m here for my

child! I’m not going anywhere! I

want Adrian! Give him back to me!

GERALD

Mama?

Sophia spins around to find Gerald standing behind her, his

shirt is torn and he is bleeding from a wound in his chest.

SOPHIA

Gerald...

GERALD

Mama are you here to bring me home?

Mama I’m ready to come home!

SOPHIA

Gerald baby....

Sophia starts to walk toward Gerald.

GERALD

I’ve been down here so long...I’ve

been waiting for you to come and

bring me home mama...please please,

I want to come home now

mama...please!

Sophia begins to cry as she shakes her head she gets closer

to Gerald who reaches our to her and Sophia slowly,

tearfully reaches out her hands towards him.
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GERALD

Please mama don’t leave me down

here...please mama?

Sophia stops as she sees Gerald changing.

SOPHIA

Gerald I’m sorry baby, Oh help me

Jesus...I’m sorry, baby...but, but

I can’t do nothing for you...I’m

not...I’m not here for the

dead...I’m here for the living!

Gerald starts growling, then lunges towards Sophia, but

disappears before reaching her.

Sophia turns quickly running until she reaches a large red

door.

ADRIAN (VO)

Mama...mama please help me!

Sophia pulls on the door, but it won’t open, she hears the

voices above her clearer now and the beeping is louder.

VOICE ONE

His blood pressure is dropping,

We’re losing him! Start CPR!

VOICE TWO

One one thousand, two one thousand

breathe...

Sophia tugs on the door harder, but it won’t open. She

begins banging on the door.

SOPHIA

Jesus help me, please, please!

The church reacts violently to the name of Jesus and the

fire under the floor begins to shoot out toward the ceiling.

Sophia falls against the door, then turns to push on the

door again, it still does not open, she falls to the floor

in tears. The beeping above her is getting faster and

voices sound more urgent.

VOICE ONE

He’s not going to make it...the

bullet is lodged too deep, he’s

loosing too much blood.
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SOPHIA

Adrian! Hold on baby, please, I’m

coming, I’m coming, please Lord

help me, please help me!

The church shakes violently and the roof begins to cave in

from the flames, everything seems to be falling in around

the Red Door, but the Door remains unmoved. Finally, Sophia

stands up, she stumbles toward the door bleeding from the

hands and face. She falls to her knees.

SOPHIA

Lord, you wouldn’t have brought me

here, if I couldn’t win...If you

meant for Adrian to die, I wouldn’t

be here...Lord...please, please

save my child...save Adrian!

Slowly the door opens. Demons and wolves rush out, but fall

down dead at Sophia’s feet. She pushes one of them off her

legs. Sophia races into the room.

DEVIL

Welcome Sophia!

SOPHIA

Where is Adrian, give me back my

child!

DEVIL

Your child?

SOPHIA

Yes, my child! he’s still my child!

DEVIL

Listen to the faint beat of a dying

heart! The soul of the damned will

soon fill my belly!

SOPHIA

You are a liar! You are a liar!

Sophia hears the beeping growing faint now, there are no

voices. In the corner of the chamber appears Adrian being

held by the same demon that held Gerald in Sophia’s dream.

Sophia rushes to get him, but the demon places his clawed

hand into Adrian’s chest causing Adrian to cry

out. Cackling is heard in the chamber. Screeching and

barking. The more the demon squeezes the less beeping

Sophia hears. Adrian’s eyes are fixed on Sophia as he

reaches slowly with his hand. Sophia tries to reach for it,
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but the demon squeezes tighter causing Adrian to cry out and

Sophia to back up. She turns toward the Devil.

SOPHIA

Wherefore God also hath highly

exalted him, and given him a name

which is above every name...

The Chamber begins to crumble as the Devil howls. By

invisible hands Satan is forced to his hoofed feet.

DEVIL

You can’t save him Sophia...you

will lose...he’s dead...

SOPHIA CONT’D

That at the name of Jesus every

knee should bow, of things in

heaven, and things in earth, and

things under the earth;

The Devil’s knees begin to buckle and the Demons howl in

pain and begins to lose his grip on Adrian.

DEVIL

No...no..Lor...

SOPHIA

And that every tongue should

confess that Jesus Christ is Lord,

to the glory of God the Father.

The Devil falls violently to his knees and the Demon lets go

of Adrian as he too is slammed to the ground. The Devil

tries to resist the power controlling him, he turns and

shakes until finally he has no other choice.

DEVIL

Jesus Christ is Lord!

DEMON

Jesus Christ is Lord!

The church begins to fall apart around them. Sophia quickly

runs to grab Adrian who is limp. She drags him through the

fire. The beeping is slower. She is dragging him through

the Red door as the church begins to collapse in on

itself. Sophia falls over wood and debris, she hits her

head, still clinging to Adrian she pulls him up on her

lap. Before Sophia passes out she sees a bright light in

front of her and hears the sound of a slow dull flat tone

above her head.
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67 EXT. AMBERPARK - AFTERNOON

A crowd walk through Amberpark singing. The citizens of

Amberpark are all standing around watching the marchers. A

news crew drives up to the marchers. One of the camera men

jump out and stops someone in the crowd, who points them in

the direction of front of the marchers. The camera quickly

walks toward those in the front to find Sophia, Micheal,

Vivian and Adrian.

REPORTER

Excuse me, what do you hope to

accomplish with this march?

SOPHIA

Well we are here to tear down the

Kingdom of darkness. We are

reclaiming Amberpark for the

Kingdom of God. Reclaiming these

homes, these families...

REPORTER

What about after you leave, what

will keep this neighborhood from

returning to it’s former self?

The marchers continue to sing as they walk past the cameras

into the neighborhood.

MICHAEL

Who said anything about leaving?

ADRIAN

We’re not going anywhere, my

stepdad is going to tear down that

old church in the middle of

Amberpark and rebuild it from the

foundation to the ceiling! and I’m

starting a Stop the Violence

ministry for troubled youth! It’s

never to late to turn things

around!

REPORTER

Got any advice for other

communities who may want to know

how to start over...take their

communities back?

SOPHIA

Yes...pray!
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REPORTER

It’s that easy?

MICHAEL

If my people who are called by my

name would humble themselves and

pray, seek my face and turn from

their wicked ways, then I will hear

from heaven and heal their land,

homes, neighborhoods and nations!

ADRIAN

Pray!

Sophia, Michael and Adrian follow the rest of the crowd

marchers. Leaving the camera man and his crew watching.

68 INT. A WOMAN’S APARTMENT

A woman is standing in the kitchen. Her television is on

and she is watching the interview with Sophia in Amberpark.

She walks over the kitchen window and sees her children

preparing to board a school bus. She bows her head to

pray.

69 EXT. SCHOOL

Children exit the school bus. They begin walking towards

the school. The woman’s children are the last to appear off

the bus. The youngest child stops to look up at a large

tree as the wind rustles through it’s bright green

leaves. The child smiles before walking up the steps toward

the school. A teacher is holding the door open greeting the

children. When the last child enters, she grins wickedly

before turning into a wolf. The wolf attempts to slip into

the school, but instead a light appears and an Angel steps

on the head of the wolf as the Angel places it’s back

against the door, the wolf kicking beneath it’s feet.

THE END


